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Minutes of the meeting 18 January 2016 

Held at Belmont Club 

Present Mike Buckland (Chair), Carl Poulton (secretary), Ian Shrive, Peter Maguire, 
Linda Harrison, Tom Egginton, Kate Stirling. 

Apologies Paul Slater, Tony Coleman, Owen Jones 
Previous 
minutes 

Minutes from 21/12/2015 confirmed as a true record. Prop: PM, Sec: CP 

 
Matters 
arising 

- Welcome to Kate Stirling to the committee. Prop: MB, Sec: TE 
- Nothing else noted. 

 
Treasurer’s 
Report 

- Balance: £5369.17 as of 18 January 2016. 
- Online banking is now sorted and MB will sort out an online print out for 

the next meeting. 
 

League and 
Competitions 

- Chimneys B have moved to Spot On and Chimneys C have also 
requested to move to Spot On. 

- Competitions all in hand. 
- Agreed to circulate survey about competitions, Orme and Presidents, to 

garner feedback for potential changes next year. FaceBook discussion 
to be set up as well. 
 

Referees - A schedule of the games to be refereed and who referees them has 
been circulated. 

- It was agreed that £10 will be given to each referee for each match. 
Money to be agreed for next year’s referees at the AGM 2016. 

- Agreed that Orme Shield and Orme Plate finals could be played on one 
night. TC will check Woodville as a venue using all 4 tables. 
 

Presentation 
evening and 
Trophies 

- Need a new 2nd Division trophy and a plate. MB to sort the trophies. 
- J Parrott is £1500, Steve Davis £2000. Jimmy White has been reported 

as a bit hit and miss. 
- A full snooker exhibition evening was discussed as possibly better as a 

standalone evening later in the year, October, than as a presentation 
evening. 

- A third year with Marc Bolton was discussed but committee decided that 
a change was required. 

- LH/PM to speak to Dave Budworth with regards to entertainers. 
- Committee agreed to book Belmont as the venue for the 22 April. 
- CP to see if Dave Gilbert would come to present the trophies to the 

players. 
- Food can be provided by Belmont. 
- Gordy – Added Attraction was a band proposed by Belmont club. 
- Trophies: MB to sort with Alfie Kaiser and IS to sort an online quote. 

 
Next meeting - 22 February 2016 at Belmont. 

 
AOB - Sponsorship to be sorted out in the next week or so by MB. 

 

Actions 

1 Glovers Cues sponsorship – Check to see that they have received the invoice. 

- Glovers Cues sponsorship of £50 is still outstanding. 

MB 
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2 Trophy issues: 

- Orme Shield and Ken Shipton with Alfie Kaiser 
- New trophy purchases: New Division 2 trophy and new Orme Plate required 
- Agree other trophy requirements 

 

MB 
 
Committee 

3 Bank account and monies 

- Open new account - Complete 

- Discuss what to do with the potential excess 
- Check if Premium Bonds can be purchased by an organisation: only individuals can purchase premium bonds so 

this is on hold for the time being - Complete 

 

MB 
Committee 

4 Electronic survey to be potentially issued at the end of season to members to ask for relevant 
feedback on certain questions. 

CP (end 
season) 

5 Acquire full set of Snooker and Billiards rules. 

Linda Harrison has a full set but other sets will be required for all referees. 

Agreed that referees can download the rules from the website.s 

Complete 

6 Ian S, Tony C and Tom Egginton will collaborate on acquiring trophy quotes. IS/TE/TC 

7 Investigate exhibition type presentation do PM 

8 Investigate other presentation do options. 

- MB to book Belmont and find alternative entertainers 
- CP to speak to Dave Gilbert 

 

MB/CP 

 

Key Dates: 

22 February 2016 – Next committee meeting 
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